
 
  

1. 1st Perspective Shift: I move toward a Christ is my life regardless 
kind of perspective when I learn to depend on Jesus. 
 

2. 1:18b-19 Three quick observations: 
1. Check out Paul's confidence 
2. There is the little word "this" 
3. What does Paul mean by his deliverance? 
 

3. 1:20 “The use of the passive "be exalted" or “be honored 
(ESV)” rather than the active "I exalt Christ" is unusual. It reflects 
Paul’s conviction that essentially the Christian life involves 
following the leading of God’s indwelling Spirit rather than seizing 
the initiative and doing things for God (Galatians 5:18).”  Dr. 
Thomas Constable 

 
4. 21-24  2nd Perspective Shift: I move toward a Christ is my life 

regardless kind of perspective when I learn that to live is Christ 
and to die is gain. (Colossians 3:1-4) 

 
5. 1:25-26  3rd Perspective Shift: I move toward a Christ is my life 

regardless kind of perspective when I set my trajectory at helping 
others make progress and have joy in the faith.  
 

6. So how are we going to move in the direction of a Christ is your life 
perspective shift? 
1. Would you consider helping lead a small group?  That could be 

a real tangible way to make your life about helping others. 
2. Would you set your phone or your watch to go off every day at 

noon and write the word “gospel"? Think about how good God 
has been to you through His gospel.  And pray for one person 
you know who is outside of the community of faith. 

3. Would you ask yourself the question:  what is standing in the 
way of Christ being my life?  Write it down and share what 
comes to mind with someone you trust and ask them to pray 
with you that Christ would be elevated in your life. 
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Love Ran Red (At the Cross) - Chris Tomlin 

God is So Good (You Are Worthy) - Pat Barrett 

My Hallelujah - Pat Barrett 

 



 
 

  

Soteria: - salvation/deliverance  
 
 

“Probably Paul meant that his prison experiences and the consequent 
furtherance of the gospel were all part of God’s completion of the good work 
that He had begun in him.” 
~Dr. Thomas Constable 
 
“An idol is anything/anyone that you turn to in order to meet a God given need, 
to medicate an emptiness or an aloneness, to satisfy what only God can 
satisfy…” 
An idol is something we think we can’t live without....” 
He goes on to say this: “We think that idols are bad things, but that is almost 
never the case.  The greater the good, the more likely we are to expect that it 
can satisfy our deepest needs and hopes.  Anything can serve as a counterfeit 
god, especially the very best things in life.” 
~Tim Keller, Counterfeit gods 
 


